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NOOMI STRING CHAIR

Art. no.: 2-445

Description:
Growing into something new With references to branches on a tree, the delicate and slightly bent legs seize the upper part of the NOOMI chair
and create a strong graphic expression. The frame is light, but distinctive with a modern shape that almost makes the soft, rounded upper part
of the chair look like it’s hovering above the oor. An ultra-modern chair where steel and fabric meet in a harmonic and organic whole. Winner
of Good Design Award 2017 Winner of German Design Award 2018
Year of design: 2016

Design: Susanne Grønlund
After completing her training at Danmarks Designskole, Susanne Grønlund set up her own studio 1991 and since she has designed and
developed a wide and rewarded range of products like: textiles, clothing, toys, lifestyle products, lamps, outdoor furniture and not least furniture.
Common for all the new ideas is that they all take starting point in a simple and easy to grasp design style without compromising the function
and quality. Her red thread is the Scandinavian design tradition with a humorous contemporary touch which is all combined in a continuous
row of innovative ideas and projects, like beads on a string.

Dimensions (cm):
CHAIR
Art. no.:

2-445

Length:

84

Depth:

76

Height:

90

Seat height:

41/45

Seat depth:

50

Colli:

1

Colli info
Packing dimensions:

86.5x86.5x67.5

Volume:

0.51 m³

Weight (net):

16.75 kg

Weight (gross):

21.84 kg

Packing
Cardboard:
Cardboard total:

7 mm
4.80 kg

Plastic foil:

35 μm

Plastic total:

0.29 kg

Additional Information:
Covers
Removable covers.
Cleaning: Covers can be dry cleaned, as they have been given the symbol P.
Extra covers can be purchased if you need a new colour or fabric.
Country of Origin
Denmark
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